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U.S. CHARGES THREE WITH SELLING PIRATED SOFTWARE ON
CRAIGSLIST AFTER UNDERCOVER FBI STING

MICHAEL J. GARCIA, the United States Attorney for the
Southern District of New York, and MARK J. MERSHON, the Assistant
Director-in-Charge of the New York Office of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI), announced today the arrests of three
individuals on federal charges for selling illegal, pirated
computer software over the Web site newyork.craigslist.org
(Craigslist).  

The individuals arrested over the last three weeks are: 
RIDDI BAJRACHARYA, a/k/a “Rids,” who was arrested today; ZYED
CHENDOUL, a/k/a “Blid Yesser,” arrested September 19, 2006; and
KETDARA LOUANGSIYOTHA, a/k/a “Rob,” arrested September 19, 2006.

According to the Complaint against BAJRACHARYA, he offered
multiple computer software items for sale at deeply discounted
prices on advertisements posted on Craigslist. Undercover FBI
agents and a cooperating witness then made three purchases of
pirated computer software from January 2006 through May 2006 at
various locations in Manhattan. In these purchases, BAJRACHARYA
sold eleven illegal software titles, including CW Adobe
Photoshop, Macromedia Dreamweaver, and Windows XP, for
approximately $235 even though these titles retail for over
$5,000.  In the course of selling these titles, BAJRACHARYA noted
that the CD-ROMs he sold contained a text file with the serial
numbers for the programs and BAJRACHARYA also e-mailed a list of
around 40 software titles he had for sale at deeply discounted
prices, according to the charges.
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According to the Complaint against CHENDOUL  (who was
charged under the name BLID YESSER, which he had used during the
investigation), CHENDOUL also offered computer software items for
sale through advertisements posted on Craigslist.  Undercover FBI
agents made two purchases of pirated computer software from July
through August 2006 in downtown Manhattan.  CHENDOUL sold
approximately fifteen illegal software titles, including Adobe
Creative Suite and Macromedia Studio, for approximately $90 even
though these titles retail for over $2,500.  In the course of
selling these titles, CHENDOUL told the undercover FBI agent not
to register the software with the manufacturer.  CHENDOUL
explained how to install the software using “cracked keys” that
were provided in the software; “cracked” software has been
stripped of its internal copyright protections. It is further
alleged that CHENDOUL told the agent that he worked with a group
in Romania that “cracked” software and that he could get
anything.  After the agent asked for a list of the software
titles he had for sale, CHENDOUL responded that he would e-mail
it because he was not comfortable posting it on his Web site
because it was “illegal.”  CHENDOUL subsequently e-mailed a list
of over 150 software titles he had for sale at deeply discounted
prices.

According to the Complaint against LOUANGSIYOTHA (who was
charged under the name ROB LNU, which he had used during the
investigation), LOUANGSIYOTHA also offered computer software
items for sale through advertisements posted on Craigslist.  An
undercover FBI agent purchased two DVDs containing approximately
eighteen pirated computer software titles from LOUANGSIYOTHA in
July 2006 near Union Square in Manhattan. LOUANGSIYOTHA sold
these illegal software titles for approximately $45, even though
these titles retail for over $9,900.  In the course of selling
these titles, LOUANGSIYOTHA noted that activation of the software
on the DVDs required serial numbers as well as key generators
(programs that generate a serial or registration number – or key
– often to provide unauthorized access to computer software).
LOUANGSIYOTHA also allegedly commented that he was meeting other
people near Union Square that day to sell software.  
 

Each of the complaints charge each defendant with one count
of criminal copyright infringement for selling more than ten
copyrighted software titles with a total retail value in excess
of $5,000.  If convicted of the charges, each defendant faces a
maximum sentence of five years in prison and a fine of $250,000
or twice the gain or loss from the offense, whichever is
greatest.

These charges are part of a multi-year, wide-ranging
investigative effort by the Computer Crimes Squad of the FBI, in
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conjunction with the United States Attorney’s Office for the
Southern District of New York, to combat the trafficking of
pirated computer software in the New York area.  This effort is
also part of the Department of Justice’s increased enforcement
efforts in the intellectual property arena. 

Mr. GARCIA praised the outstanding efforts of the FBI’s
Computer Crimes Squad. Mr. GARCIA said the investigation is
continuing.

BAJRACHARYA, 26, lives in Jersey City, New Jersey. He will
be presented later today before United States Magistrate Judge
DEBRA FREEMAN at the United States Courthouse, 500 Pearl Street,
Courtroom 5A, in lower Manhattan.  CHENDOUL, 34, lives in Queens,
New York.  LOUANGSIYOTHA, 21, lives in Ossining, New York. Both
CHENDOUL and LOUANGSIYOTHA were previously presented before a
U.S. Magistrate Judge and released on bail.

Assistant United States Attorneys ALEXANDER H. SOUTHWELL and
NICHOLAS S. GOLDIN are in charge of the prosecutions.

The charges contained in the Complaints are merely
accusations, and the defendants are presumed innocent unless and
until proven guilty.
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